
Learning outcomes

Understand how extinctions are a natural process and their connection to evolution

Understand the causes of the 5 major mass extinctions in Earth 's history

Understand how the current mass extinction is different in rate and cause to the previous mass extinctions

Understand how habitat loss
, pollution , overharvesting , hunting , anthropogenic climate change and invasive species

contribute to current species loss

Using a case study of your choice, explain how each human activity above leads to species decline

key terms
- extinction
- background extinction rate
- mass extinction
• habitat fragmentation
• over harvesting
- invasive species



There are v1.7 million species described on Earth 75% invertebrates

but the total estimate is 20 million - l trillion species !! beetles flies

small differences habitats difficult to reach other
wasps

why so many unknown ? Vertebrates butterflies .
moths

bias to larger organisms lack of finance and taxonomists Fungi
other

insects

other

Extinction : the termination of a species , i. e. when the last individual of a species has died Plants , algae invertebrates

Background extinction rate : the natural extinction rate of all species : I 1000000 year i. e. 10-100 species year

gradual decline of species due to natural disasters, disease, competition , etc.

Mass extinction : a period in which at least 75% of the total number of species on Earth at the time go extinct

• Mass extinction events are marked by large species loss over a
'

rapid
' amount of time (as little as -60,000years)

• Causes of these events are still debated as they occured many years ago and evidence is complex
• Evidence is largely reliant on fossil record and rock composition
* following mass extinctions there is rapid evolution and adaptive radiation to fill vacant habitats and niches

Ordovician- Silurian (440 MYA) Permian-Triassic (252 MYA) gf% ,,,
volcanism86% loss2 main pulses : Largest extinction event in history

÷§ {Abundant plant life
1 CO2 global cooling Massive volcanic activity 1 coz

global cooling glacier formation 1 sea levels Methanogenic bacteria release 1 City⇒ 1 sea levels reduction in habitat life adapted to cold Resulted in global warming and acidic oceans
Asteroid impact also suggested as #ggerjiffGlobal warming sea level rise + warmer temps

I 1 species adapted to cold die

algal blooms glaciers Cretaceous-Paleogene (66 MYA)75% loss^ µ Rapid and sudden extinction event
Asteroid impact debris blocked sunlight

asteroid Blocked light no photosynthesis + global cooling
impact Massive fires t habitat + 1 Coz

- Late Devonian 1365 MYA)
75% lossMultiple events over millions of years§

it land plants released alot of nutrients to oceans Triassic - Jurassic (201 MYA)
caused algal bloom Oz levels in oceans similar cause to P- Tr extinction
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Geologic time in millions of years
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We are currently in a mass extinction event : 100-1000 ✗ background rate
The rate of species loss is the largest ever : 10-100 ✗ faster than any previous mass extinction events
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replaced by monoculture ①⑧'

u
farms like palm trees ===

Land development
Habitat fragmentation : larger area is divided¥¥É¥¥iÉ¥É¥%¥É¥☒= -

- - - - - - - - - - -

into smaller fragments separated from each other
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Habitat Loss (roads

,
towns

, factories, fences, power lines , pipelines , etc .)

cut trees harvested for timber Deforestation \ decreases habitat size \ more disturbance
\ prevents dispersal → no migration , gene flow
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EE ra¥☒*¥¥¥*¥É☒*¥¥¥*¥¥☒*⇒¥¥**¥☒¥¥¥*/ main countries : ☒
Russia

, Brazil, Canada, USA ,

replaced with fields for China , Australia , Congo,
grazing for livestock Indonesia , Peru

,
India mining activities dredging : removal of material from waterways to increase

flow and passage destroys aquatic habitat
1-

i-III Deep sea trawling : 7 waste water ¥ pesticides runoff
the dragging of a heavy y

from factories or

net across floor in order sewage dumped
to catch fish . Process into freshwater¥É¥•€¥*µ¥¥¥É¥

:÷É?÷¥¥÷É÷¥?¥÷÷÷÷÷¥¥É¥H¥¥¥¥ destroys habitats like coral ¥7reefs and kicks up sediment poisoning it or altering nutrients

pesticides
water pollution teach into groundwater
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oil spills
poison and destroy Plastic builds up in oceans and

marine and coastal breaks down into microplastics
← habits which build up in organisms

Pollution

over harvesting ←r
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acid rain falls

greenhouse gas air pollution on trees and

emissions ( (Oz /NOx) freshwater bodies
,

cause global warming damaging them

climate change

next page

cutting down of trees
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sharks are killed for their Maltese skate is

fins - more than 150000000 /year caught as by - catch
from fish trawling

Overfishing¥⇒.
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Beluga sturgeon are Bluefin tuna are

fished for caviar heavily fished and

critically endangered

overharvesting : harvesting resources (like trees, fish)
unsustainable , i.e. at a rate beyond
which that they are replaced

wood

harvest replacement harvest > replacement
resources

1D
fish resources decline

1
resources remain intact populations crash
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Climatic cues change

=
. Timing of lifecycle

events (migration ,
• flowering , mating )

is disrupted . causing

Greengage
' Droughts and species to become less

- forest fires are successful and die

¥ ¥÷¥¥¥=÷¥¥÷¥¥¥ more frequent , CO2
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As CO2 dissolves§?! ¥;¥¥¥¥¥*ÉEÉÉ¥ i. oceans it

aimateycnanse
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Causes ocean to¥÷÷÷¥¥¥i¥÷÷ñIaÉ become acidic
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,human activities release
i. : I

greenhouse gases , enhancing i ' acidic oceans

÷:
melting ice

the greenhouse effect global warming
' destroys ¥µ¥,

cause zooxanthellae

arctic habitats ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥r¥É?É⇒. to die and corals

÷⇒=⇒aI?¥¥É?%± to die
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more extreme range for increase in

weather events species A temperature
melting icecaps provides more - expands range
will decrease shipping

^
opportunity for range for of species, making

A them invasive
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species survive journey

Guo introduced to

¥.

""" mussels

accident ly transported

purposeful introduction Invasive species Native to inbalast water go
Eurasia

-

(tf
cane toad purposely '

f outcompete natives
I

L€ introduced to Australia Invasive/alien species : A > filter out algae

to control crop pests species that arrive in a
non-native habitat

,
accidental transport and release

• ineffective as pests inaccessible to toads successfully establish and
i -

• reproduced rapidly and ate native insects , spread , outcompeting
Asia North Americaimpacting insectivores. • Poisonous to natives native species
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• carried diseases that killed natives

Emerald Ash accident ly ¥:
infect and%¥g§Borer transported in

* Features of successful invaders : shipping crates kill trees

reproductive rate , habitat generalist (tolerant) , aggressive , absence of predators

= Elephants sea turtles are being hunted
poems

are hunted * ⇐ to near extinction for their¥÷ÉÉÉ¥É¥ÉÉ-¥¥÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷¥ ⇐ their meat
. .me#eranosneiis

✓µÉ¥¥É¥eÉÉ€¥÷ Animals are ivory tusks

¥f=-_¥\ hunted (and
killed) for specific¥E¥E¥÷¥¥÷÷÷÷÷¥
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÷this is now illegal
Rhinos are hunted i.e. poaching

Tigers are hunted for their homes

mainly for their skins as a status symbol
as well as products for and use in medicine

use in Chinese medicine


